
  CHAPTER 24

        The early morning calm of Bethany was disrupted by the runner from 

  the distant fields. Necessity had forced Taggert to cultivate the ground above 

  the estuary. It was from this new land that the runner came. Bethany moved 

  through the days of the Kingdom at a slow pace, as if the very name had 

  encouraged an extra measure of tranquillity. Everything that ought to be done 

  was efficiently done - but it was done without panic - calmly - methodically - 

  quietly. 

  followers as he raced through the outer streets, not slackening pace until he 

  reached the central square. His speed was contagious, those following ran as 

  fast, although no one could explain why they did so. Taggert emerged from 

  his house close to the square and saw the excited crowd following the man. 

  His   eyes   narrowed   and   then   widened.   June   joined   him   in   the   doorway, 

  carrying her child - it was a girl this time - Miriam, just a few months old.

        The runner was breathless and speechless when he came to a halt. 

  He was a young man but he was beginning to wonder where he had found 

  the   energy  to  sustain   the   pace.  Taggert   waited  patiently  and   gestured   for 

  silence from those who were trying to find the reason for the unseemly haste. 

  Eventually the man gasped.

          "There's a enemy submarine coming up the river!"

          "There are no enemies in the Kingdom of Peace."

          June   interjected   before   Taggert   had   the   opportunity   to   answer.   Her 

  new husband nodded.

          "You say that this submarine is coming up the river?"



        The man nodded. Taggert gestured for silence.

        "They won't get far, there are sand-bars."

          "What's   to   be   done,   Taggert?   We   ought   to   put   up   some   sort   of  

  defence."

        It was one who had been under his command. 

        "What  do  you  want  to  do?  Blow them out of  the  water  with  a  sling 

  shot?

        "We still have the last ground to air missile!"

          There was a swelling murmur of agreement from the crowd. Taggert 

  gestured for silence. June interjected again.

        "It might be a good idea to talk to the Firstling, before you do anything 

  drastic -   like the small matter of destroying the men on the submarine with 

  your missile!"

        "We don't see any Firstling here!"

        "No, we don't - and I don't see any thoughts of peace either!  Has it 

  struck   you   that   this   submarine   might   be   coming   on   a   goodwill   mission? 

  Listening to you, I can understand the Firstling when he says that man can 

  sin out of the evil of his own heart!"

        The crowd was silent, they stared at Taggert and his new wife. June 

  knew that they carried  a certain reservation about the influence she had on 

  their leader. Taggert tried to  calculate the consequences of the new arrival. 

  Apart from those who had straggled in from the city to the south, they had 

  had been no contact with any other settlement. The stragglers had reported 

  submarines close to the old capital and that the crews had mingled with the 

  population.

          "You can forget the missile! But we won't leave ourselves wide open 

  either."



        He told the women and children to take to the fields around the town. 

  He then divided the men into two groups and positioned them between the 

  town and the river - and then, they waited. Taggert followed the man who had 

  given  the warning, back towards the river.  June insisted on accompanying 

  them and Taggert, who had already learned the futility of argument when she 

  was   in   a   particular   frame  of   mind,   reluctantly   allowed   her   to   do   so.   Little 

  Miriam and Daniel were left in the care of one of the women.

          From the shelter of the trees, they watched the slow progress of the 

  submarine   up   the   estuary.   She   picked   her   way   through   the   sand-bars 

  delicately. There were two men on the conning tower, scanning the shoreline 

  to both sides through glasses. June reached out for the battered binoculars 

  carried by Taggert. She was almost sure that she recognised one of the men 

  on the submarine's bridge.

        Peter Kharkov elected to moor in midstream. The estuary was tidal and 

  he had no desire to find himself stranded at low water. Taggert and his two 

  companions watched as a rubber raft was dropped over the side. This was to 

  be no invasion force, just four men, including the two who had been on the 

  bridge. He felt a little foolish at his over protectiveness in sending the towns 

  people into hiding.

        The raft nosed into the shore a short distance downstream. The two 

  groups converged and eventually stood facing each other in the shade of the 

  regenerated  trees.  June remained  in  the  shadow, leaving  Taggert  and  his 

  companion to face the submariners. Peter broke the silence.

        "We come in peace - with greetings from the people of the new city to 

  the south."

        "We have heard of the new city - from some of your people. We too, 

  welcome you in peace. Come to our town."



          June  saw the  captain  hesitate   and his closest companion  - another 

  officer,  she  presumed, shrug    his  shoulders.  She  stepped  forward,  staring 

  hard  at the captain.  She saw puzzlement in  his eyes and then a dawning 

  recognition. It was hard to read the medley of expressions but she thought 

  she   saw   something   other   than   surprise   and   recognition   -   almost   an 

  expression of relief.

          "This is my wife, June - "

          Taggert   made  the   introduction.   The   captain   bowed   slightly,   now  he 

  had his expression under control.

        "I greet you - "

        "And I, you."

        There   was   little   conversation   on   the   short   walk   to   the   outskirts   of 

  Bethany. She watched the captain's eyes. They darted everywhere, taking in 

  the  progress Taggert had  initiated.  It wasn't  clear  if  he was impressed, or 

  whether he was scouting the land for a raiding party. June felt her confidence 

  waver. Could they really intend evil after all?

          June   found   herself   excluded   from   the   discussions   that   took   place 

  between the town leaders and the new arrivals. It wasn't a deliberate act on 

  the part of Sam Taggert, but it was a concession to those who were still used 

  to him being in sole control. June fretted under the enforced seclusion and 

  hoped that she hadn't seen the last of Peter Kharkov. A moment would surely 

  come when they would have the opportunity to talk. For the time being, she 

  had to be content to reclaim her children and sit at home.

        Her home was still something she enjoyed and was vastly different to 

  the accommodation she had shared with David. She saw little of him these 

  days,   except   on   those   occasions   when   he   joined   Sam  and   herself   for   an 

  excuse to visit his son. These were occasions of enforced politeness, there 



  was no energy for arguments or discourse in Bethany. Rather, the strain was 

  a determination to be civilised about a difficult situation. Daniel enjoyed the 

  visits of his father, who spoiled him with determination, but it was to Sam that 

  the boy increasingly turned. June foresaw the time when David's visits would 

  become   superfluous   and   she   hoped   that   her   cousin   would   have   sense 

  enough to realise it.

        The conference continued well into the evening and June was left in 

  peace for the remainder of the day. The two seamen who had rowed their 

  officers   ashore,   were   despatched   during   the   afternoon,   to   return   to   the 

  submarine   and   assure   the   crew   of   their   captain's   well-being,   but   Peter 

  stopped   short   of   bringing   his   crew   ashore.   Taggert   hadn't   extended   the 

  invitation  and the  negotiations  to establish  links with  the  city to the  south, 

  were at a delicate stage.

        At   the   evening   meal,   to   which   the   two   officers   were   invited,   the 

  Firstling made an unscheduled appearance. June felt her heart begin to race. 

  If  their  Kingly-Priest    involved   himself directly,  it  could  only mean that  the 

  subjects under discussion were of extreme importance. He made his point of 

  view very clear.

        "It   is   now   time   for   communities   such   as   yourselves,   to   trade   and 

  mingle. The Kingdom of Peace is one Kingdom, you must forge it by your co-

  operation. At the end of a thousand years, a great test will be faced by those 

  who   shall   then   live.   Children   already   born   since   the   establishment   of   the 

  Kingdom, will still be alive at that time. You must now lay the foundation of 

  their inheritance of unity, peace and trust. You will not always remain farmers 

  and gatherers. 

        The   Kingdom   is   a   microcosm  of   that   which   has   already   happened 

  during   the   history   of   the   world.   In   the   first   days,   men   tilled   the   soil   and 



  watched   their   herds.   Then,   they   developed   skills   and   learned   to   fashion 

  metals. Later still, came the advances of technology,  some of   which have 

  caused you much misery and suffering. The Kingdom of Peace will also move 

  through such phases - but again I warn you all, at its end, there will be a time 

  of trial in which man will have the choice of a blessing or a curse. 

          Resolve  your  differences and remove your reservations, this is your 

  task as the Citizens of Peace."

        He was gone as quickly as he had arrived, leaving the townspeople 

  looking   at   each   other   and   at   the   stunned   group   of   leaders   and   visitors. 

  Peter's voice was a little shaky.

        "I think that is the first time he has directly spoken to me. Usually, he 

  talks to Carl."

        David's voice was sharp.

        "You mean, Carl Steinbecker, captain."

        Peter nodded.

        "I recognise  you,  as you  recognise  me - and I recognise  your  wife, 

  Sam Taggert. I am glad I wasn't responsible  for sending  you  both to your 

  deaths after all. When I heard of the destruction of your plane by a missile, I 

  was troubled that I had sent you to your destruction. Much was excused as 

  duty   in   those   bad   days.   I   tried   to   excuse   my  actions,   but   you   have   both 

  weighed heavily with me."

        Sam   Taggert   had   jerked   to   attention,   listening   intently.   Peter 

  continued.

        "Your son lives, June - Dar lives!"

        "Dar?"

          June's voice was almost a whisper. Peter nodded.

        "Like many boys, he didn't like a perfectly good name. He believed Dar 



  sounded   more manly. Your son surrendered to me in the first days of the 

  Kingdom and we became good friends. He went to live with Carl Steinbecker 

  - and some months later, he left the community. I do not know where he is 

  now - I'm sorry - "

          June stared at him mutely and then nodded slowly.

          "Thank you for telling me - "

        Sam tried to rally himself from the state of shock into which he had 

  fallen. His mouth was dry, this was part of the story he had not heard from 

  June or David and the mention of the missile that had taken out their plane, 

  didn't bear thinking about. He felt June's eyes on him and dared not return 

  the look.

        The conversation moved on to other matters but made little impression 

  on June. Darren  lived - it didn't matter what he called himself - Darren, Dar - 

  it was all the same. Small wonder that the three men from the south knew 

  nothing   about   him   -   you   only   get   the   right   answers,   if   you   ask   the   right 

  questions. They hadn't known of a Darren. She wanted to drag the captain 

  away from the discussion and have him to herself. There was so much he 

  could tell her about her son.  

        It   was   late   into   the   night,   when   the   negotiations   broke   off.   June 

  remained with the assembly with a dogged determination, her children dead 

  weights in each arm. She saw Sam looking at her but he said nothing. Many 

  of the towns people began to drift away and soon there were few leader that 

  remained.   Eventually,   the   formula   of   trade   and   interrelationship   between 

  themselves and the city to the south, seemed to satisfy all the parties. Soon, 

  only Peter, Alexei, June and Sam were left.

        "Tell me about Darren - "

        Peter   stirred   restlessly,   it   was   a   familiar   gesture   to   Alexei,   it   spelt 



  uneasiness. The captain's voice was low.

        "For a while, I let my imagination run away with me and I thought of 

  him as a substitute son."

        Alexei's head was a silhouette in the shadows. 

        "Before madness was unleashed on the world, I had a wife and son - I 

  am not alone in suffering a loss - I claim no special sympathy. When Dar - 

  your   Darren  emerged from the  caverns under the  old   city - the  city  I was 

  responsible for destroying - it was like the coming alive again of that which I 

  had lost. My son - Alexei - he was named after my comrade here - he would 

  have been the age of Dar. I allowed my fantasy to become real to me. But 

  such dreams never work out the way we wish and Dar decided to live with 

  Carl Steinbecker in the old lighthouse where you and your - cousin - were 

  found.

        Your son is a fine man, June - you can be proud of him. He is a leader 

  - but he left the community, rather than be under the control of Martha and 

  the mad Councilman. He does not know that Carl put a stop to her activities 

  soon after he left - it's a pity that our holy man didn't act earlier to correct his 

  mistake in appointing her!"

        "Holy man!"

        "That is what we call him - I believe he has a special task - he came to 

  us in a special way. He doesn't like us to call him that!"

        Peter threw back his head and laughed.

        Sam   took   his   daughter   from   June,   it   was   a   signal   to   end   the 

    conversation. June had to be content with the information she had gleaned, 

  in any case, she doubted if there was much more the captain could have told 

  her. Darren had grown up to be a fine man - a leader. It was precious little to 

  hear after so many years. She suppressed the impulse to ask for a ride back 



  to the southern city in the submarine. Once again, she was torn between her 

  children but it was inevitable that the helpless Miriam won out over the self 

  sufficient man her firstborn had become.

        Sam was silent on the way back to their dwelling, June hardly noticed 

  in her preoccupation. She put the children to bed and returned to where Sam 

  stood, a dark shadow on the porch of their home. The night was dark, the 

  moon was in the new phase and would shed no light to turn the night into 

  day. The stars hung in the still,  warm air. She joined him where he stood, 

  suddenly aware of the current of unrest.

          "You never told me that you and David were captured."

        It was said like a challenge.

        "It wasn't important, it is history - just as you have history you haven't 

  told me."

        Sam was silent, her response was pure logic and he always lost when 

  he tried to match his logic with hers. 

          "You seem very keen to hear about this grown up son of yours - isn't 

  he history too?"

        "He is still my son - you never forget a child you have borne. Don't you 

  ever think of your children - and the woman who shared your life then?"

        Sam stood rigid and silent, she wanted to touch him but didn't dare.

        "Do you want to go and search for this son of yours? You told me once 

  that you wanted to go south and look for him - then you changed your mind 

  and married me - So, do you want to go south after all? Is this the opportunity 

  you've been waiting for?"

          June was motionless, staring out into the darkness.

        "It is an opportunity, Sam - and I would like to find my son and talk to 

  him and see what sort of a man he has become. I would like to know if he is 



  happy - if he is married, if he has children. You can understand that, surely - 

  But no, Sam - I don't want to go south, because I love you and Miriam and I 

  want to be with you and keep our little family together and perhaps, make it 

  grow. I don't want to go, because the Firstling wants me to stay and help you, 

  and because he has given me that special  task. I hope that answers your 

  question, Sam - because if you have any doubts, I will leave the community 

  and go south with Peter Kharkov!"  

        She didn't have time to draw breath before Sam clasped her in a bear 

  hug. His voice was shaking when he said:

        "Our Father was very kind to us, when he didn't allow the missile to kill 

  you! I nearly killed you!  I was the one who fired at the transporter! When I 

  think of that I can hardly breathe. God didn't allow it to kill you! If He had, we 

  would never have known the happiness we share. - I swear before Him now, 

  June.   I'm  going   to   find   a   way  to   destroy  the   missile   that's   left   from  those 

  times! You heard the people earlier today - 'Use the missile', they said. While 

  it exists, it will always be a temptation." 

        Peter Kharkov and his companion returned to the Minsk early on the 

  next day. There would be something to report when they returned to Pringle's 

  Head. Contact had been made with another efficiently run community, which 

  was close enough to warrant the time and effort needed to reopen the old 

  road   between   the   two.   He   would   be   curious   to   see   the   reaction   of   Carl 

  Steinbecker,   when   he   told   him  of   his   meeting   with   June   Taggert   and   the 

  relationship  to  Dar.  They were  part  of  Carl's  history.  He  wondered  if  their 

  'holy man' would feel tempted to undertake a visit to the northern community. 

  There had been a moment when he had wondered if June would ask to be 

  taken south - the request hadn't been forthcoming, but it didn't mean that it 

  would never happen. As for himself, he had other plans.



        The Minsk slipped away from her moorings and eased down through 

  the sand banks to the open sea. The captain was glad of the sand banks, for 

  their   presence   would   put   pay   to   any   suggestion   that   the   remaining 

  submarines   could   be   used   as   cargo   carriers   between   the   two   groups. 

  Constant vigilance was necessary and he didn't relax before they were free of 

  the river mouth - He gave the order to return south, remaining on the surface. 

  There was no reason to dive again, they had proved their seaworthiness and 

  they would make better speed on the surface. The sea trials and the voyages 

  of exploration were at an end - now would come the next phase of his plan.

          Alexei did not wait for an invitation to join him in his small cabin. He sat 

  down opposite the captain. Peter stared at him wordlessly.

        "Are you going to tell me what that little piece of fiction was all about - 

  or should I guess?"

          "Fiction?"

        "Peter!   -   Peter!   This   is   Alexei,   you're   not   pulling   the   wool   over   my 

  eyes. I know all there is to know about you - at least I thought I did!"

          "Perhaps there are things you don't know about me, Alexei. Things I 

  haven't chosen to tell you or anyone else."

          Alexei gazed at him relentlessly.

        "Are you trying to tell me that you have - sorry, had a wife and a son, 

  who   would   be   about   the   age   of   this   -   Dar?   I   say   again,   I   am   Alexei.   I 

  practically know the number of times you breath to the minute!"

        "But perhaps, not the number of times I met a certain lady in a certain 

  port!"

          "And this lady was not your wife?"

        "Does it  matter,  Alexei?  It is ancient  history and  I have  the  right  to 

  respect her privacy,  even  from old  comrades!  There  was a child  - he was 



  named after you - so be honoured! He is now dead! Blown away in the same 

  madness in which we all shared. Dar reminded me of what might have been. 

  A man has the right to his private dreams, comrade!"

          Alexei   got  up  without  another  word  and  left  his   captain   staring   into 

  space. The Minsk continued her voyage south, back to the haven of Jacob's 

  Bay.   Peter   Kharkov   weighed   up   the   possibilities   carefully.   If   a   place   like 

  Pringle's   Head   and   now   this   -   Bethany   -   could   survive   the   holocaust   of 

  massive nuclear strikes, perhaps a small port in the Black Sea could also be 

  spared. He was now more than ever determined to leave Pringle's Head, it 

  mattered little if he had to drive the submarine single handed. Now, he was 

  determined. June Taggert was not the only one who sought a lost son - in his 

  case, Peter also would seek the wife he had failed to disclose to Alexei. It 

  was none of his comrade's business!   

        Carl watched the Minsk slip into Jacob's Bay, in the light of the early 

  dawn. Pringle's Head was stirring, over his shoulder he could see the early 

  risers making their way out to the fields. Little villages had been set up, closer 

  to   the   fields   they   worked.   It   was   more   efficient,   saving   time   and   energy 

  walking back and forth to the ever more distant cultivation. He turned back to 

  the Minsk, wondering  what news they would bring. He could make out the 

  solitary figure of Peter Kharkov on the ship's conning tower. It was almost as 

  if he was part of the construction. The Minsk pulled in close to her sister ship 

  and soon, they lowered a rubber raft, into  which  Kharkov transferred. Carl 

  watched the solitary figure trudge ashore and was mildly surprised to see that 

  he was to be honoured with a firsthand report.

          "Greetings, Peter - would you like some breakfast?"

          "Greetings - thank you, if it is a little more substantial than yours!"

        The 'holy man' was painfully thin, he ate little and the cotton smock, 



  some  kindly   citizen   had   donated,   hung   like   a   tent   on   a   pole.   Carl   smiled 

  slightly and made a generous helping of porridge. Peter eyed it dubiously.

          "That's all I have."

          "Small wonder you look as if the wind is about to blow you away!"

          "You are unusually critical this morning."

        Peter answered through a mouthful of porridge.

        "I'm concerned for the community. They have the right to a healthy and 

  vigorous leader when I am gone!"

        Carl   stirred   the   remainder   of   the   gruel   and   gave   himself   a   small 

  portion.

        "So, you have made up your mind to leave us?"

          "This stuff is atrocious! I can't get it off my teeth! Yes - I am going to 

  take the Minsk back to the Black Sea."

        "A long way, Peter - and what will you find there?"

        "I hope - something like what we have here."

          "There's the risk that you'll find nothing."

        "In which case, I shall return."

        "Will  you be the only one to go - Alone in a submarine designed to 

  have a crew of eighty?"

        "I can sail solo, but I think I will have a crew."

        He sounded confident. Carl nodded.

        "How did this trip go?"

        Peter   placed   his   empty   bowl   to   the   ground   and   told   his   story.   He 

  watched for Carl's reaction when he mentioned Dar. Neither had set eyes on 

  him since  Alexei had reported his presence at the harvest gathering  three 

  years earlier. There were too many unsatisfactory circumstances concerning 

  that gathering, which had never been adequately explained. It had been the 



  one and only occasion that they had both been delayed from assembling with 

  the rest of the townspeople. There could only be one explanation; they were 

  to be prevented from contacting Dar and the girl that was with him. It had to 

  be some plan devised by the Firstling. 

        The 'holy man' was non-committal apart from:

        "So, June survived - I'm pleased. What a pity we can't tell Darren."

 


